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In loving memory of Chaya Rachel bat Moshe Ben-tzion

Praying at the Cave of Machpelah, Hebron

“And afterwards Avraham buried Sarah his wife in the cave of the field of Machpelah facing Mamre,
which is Hebron in the land of Canaan” (Bereishit 23:19).
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Sidrah Summary: Chayei Sarah
1st Aliya (Kohen) – Bereishit 23:1-16
Sarah dies aged 127, in Kiryat Arba, also known
as Hebron (see p. 3 article). After eulogising
Sarah, Avraham negotiates with the head of the
local Hittites, Efron, in order to purchase a burial
plot for Sarah, Me’arat (Cave of) Hamachpela.
They agree a price of 400 silver shekels.

runs home to tell her family what has happened.
On seeing Eliezer’s gifts to Rivkah, her brother
Lavan runs out to greet him and welcomes him
in. Eliezer introduces himself and recounts the
story of his journey. He asks permission to take
Rivkah as a wife for Yitzchak. Lavan and Betuel
agree.

Point to Consider: In what way does the spelling
of Efron’s name hint at his greed? (see Rashi to
23:15)

5th Aliya (Chamishi) – 24:53-67
Eliezer gives more jewellery, as well as gold and
silver vessels, to Rivkah. He gives her family
delicious fruit (Rashi). They eat and drink
together, and Eliezer stays overnight. The next
morning, Lavan and his mother ask for Rivkah to
stay with them longer before leaving. Eliezer is
insistent and Rivkah agrees to go immediately.
Rivkah meets Yitzchak in the Negev, where he
brings her into his mother Sarah’s tent.

2nd Aliya (Levi) – 23:17-24:9
Avraham buries Sarah. Avraham asks his servant
(understood to be) Eliezer to seek a wife for his
son Yitzchak, making him take an oath only to
select a girl from Avraham’s birth town, Charan,
rather than from Cana’an. Avraham also insists
that Yitzchak’s future bride must agree to leave
her home to come to the Land of Cana’an (later
Israel), rather than Yitzchak going to live in
Charan.
3rd Aliya (Shlishi) – 24:10-26
Eliezer sets out on his journey, with ten camels
and presents from Avraham. Towards the
evening, Eliezer arrives at a well, close to his
destination, where he rests the camels. He prays
to God to show him a clear sign of the identity
of Yitzchak’s future bride: the young lady who
would offer water to Eliezer and his camels.
As he finishes his prayer, Rivkah appears, with a
jug on her shoulder, from which, after drawing
water from the well, she gives Eliezer to drink.
She then draws water for all of his camels to
drink. Eliezer gives her jewellery and asks her
who she is. Rivkah relates that she is the
daughter of Betuel, Avraham’s nephew. She
grants Eliezer his request for a place to sleep.
4th Aliya (Revi’i) – 24:27-52
Eliezer is amazed that his prayers were answered
so quickly and exclaims thanks to God. Rivkah

6th Aliya (Shishi) – 25:1-11
Avraham marries Ketura, whom the Midrash
identifies as Hagar. Their descendants are
listed. Avraham dies, aged 175. He is buried
by Yitzchak and Yishmael, also in Me’arat
Hamachpela, next to Sarah.
7th Aliya (Shevi’i) – 25:12-18
Yishmael’s descendants are listed. He dies, aged
137.
Question: What was the name of Yishmael’s
oldest child? (25:13) Answer on bottom of
page 6.
Haftarah
This section of the Book of Melachim (Kings)
relates the attempt by Adoniyah, the older son
of King David, to establish himself as David’s
successor. Queen Batsheva and Natan the
Prophet manage to foil this plot, by warning
King David, who reasserts his younger son
Shlomo’s (Solomon) right to succeed him.
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Sarah’s Tent
by Rabbi Dr Harvey Belovski, Golders Green Synagogue
The
Torah
references
different forms of tent (lha /
ohel). Perhaps the bestknown of these are the ‘tents
of Jacob’ (Bemidbar 24:5)
which we mention when we
enter shul in the morning
(green siddur p. 4). The term
‘Ohel Moed’ describes part of the inner sanctum
of the Mishkan, the Sanctuary which was the
precursor to the Temple (see below). Last
week’s parasha, Vayera, includes the famous
story of Avraham receiving mysterious guests,
understood to be angels. Avraham both runs
from the entrance of the tent to greet the guests
and then into the tent to discuss culinary
requirements with Sarah.
This week, we read of Sarah’s passing. In this
context, a well-known Midrash discusses
Sarah’s tent:
While Sarah was alive, a cloud hung over
the entrance to the tent; when she died,
that cloud ceased, but when Rivka came,
it returned…. While Sarah was alive,
blessing was present in the dough: when
she died, that blessing ceased, but when
Rivka came, it returned. While Sarah was
alive, a lamp burned from Friday night to
Friday night: when she died, that lamp
was extinguished, but when Rivka came,
it returned.... (Bereishit Rabbah 60:16)

Mishkan – the spiritual home of Israel. They
became the ‘chariot’ – the vehicle for the Divine
presence.
Shem MiShmuel, a commentary on the Torah
written by Rabbi Shmuel Bornstein (1855-1926),
also known as the Chassidic Rebbe of
Sochaczev, explains:
The burning lamp symbolised the holiness
of Shabbat, which entered their lives
anew each Friday and remained until the
following Shabbat. This is comparable to
the western lamp of the Menorah in the
sanctuary, which remained alight after the
others had expired.

The blessing in the dough meant that
Sarah never became stale in her
Divine service. This was paralleled by
the showbread in the Mishkan, which
stayed fresh from week to week.

The cloud of glory which rested on the
sanctuary was a sign that God was with
the Jews in a palpable sense. Perhaps
the same Godly presence descended
upon Sarah's tent at all times. (Shem
MiShmuel, 5671)
The blessings of Sarah’s tent reflected the
spiritual world of the matriarchs, replicated in
the national ‘tent’ – the Sanctuary.

We may link this Midrash to the following
esoteric idea:
When they came to Mount Sinai and they
made the sanctuary, God returned and
rested His Presence among them. Then
[the Jews] returned to the level of their
ancestors - the secret of God was upon
their tents and they were the chariot....
(Ramban, introduction to Shemot)
The holy achievements of the family of Avraham
were replicated by the entire Jewish nation at the
In memory of Yehuda ben Yaakov HaCohen
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Jewish Contemporary Ethics Part 46: Artificial Intelligence 3
– The Ethics of Autonomous AI
by Rabbi Dr Moshe Freedman, New West End Synagogue
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a
broad term which describes
computer
programmes
which can learn from the
information they receive,
respond appropriately and
even
make
decisions
without using explicit, preprogrammed instructions. The previous article
explored the challenge of understanding the
decisions made by such AI algorithms. If AI can
outsmart and exceed human ingenuity and
initiative, it will inevitably mean that the reasoning
behind its decisions will become indecipherable
and inscrutable to its human masters.
This is of great concern. The applications of AI
can be divided into two broad categories: the
processing of vast amounts of data to detect
trends, elicit useful information and advise future
actions, versus autonomous machines which act
without human supervision or intervention. If AI is
restricted to the former advisory role, then its
efficacy will be greatly diminished. However, while
the prospect of developing autonomous
machines is seductive, it opens a Pandora’s box
of ethical questions.
Take for example the Pentagon’s Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)
which is responsible for developing military
technology. According to an article in the
Economist (September 7th, 2019) DARPA has
built software called Real-time Adversarial
Intelligence and Decision-making (RAID) which
“aims to predict the goals, movements and even
the possible emotions of enemy forces five hours
into the future.” There is an obvious ethical
problem in deploying autonomous AI decisionmaking technology in warfare. The rules of
engagement in military scenarios revolve around
“proportionality (between civilian harm and
military advantage) and necessity. Software that
cannot explain why a target was chosen probably
cannot abide by those laws.”

In memory of Yisrael Shmuel ben Yirmaya Yehoshuah

Additionally, for both scientific and legal reasons
it is necessary to be able to audit decisions that
are made, even when AI operates in a merely
advisory role. Otherwise when something goes
wrong it will be impossible to correct mistakes
and ascribe responsibility. In a 2009 report
entitled ‘Autonomous Systems: Social, Legal
and Ethical Issues’, the Royal Academy of
Engineering addressed the question by asking
“are autonomous systems different from other
complex controlled systems? Should they be
regarded either as ‘robotic people’ – in which
case they might be blamed for faults; or
machines – in which case accidents would be
just like accidents due to other kinds of
mechanical failure.”
From a Jewish legal perspective, autonomous
AI could be equated to the ownership of an
animal or the parental responsibility over a child
who does not independently have legal
competence. While adam hamazik – direct
damage caused by a legally competent agent –
is liable, mamon hamazik – damage caused by
one’s possessions such as an animal they own,
their child or an AI machine – is far more complex.
Based on the Gemara in Bava Kama, Rabbi
Moshe Sternbuch of the Edah HaChareidit in
Jerusalem rules that parents may be liable for
the damage their child does only if they were
negligent in watching their child (Teshuvot
VeHanhagot 3:477). Yet if a claim was brought
against the actions of an autonomous
AI machine, without understanding the motive
for an action, it might be impossible to ever
ascertain grounds for negligence in any scenario.
The next two articles will examine the possibility
and implications of creating human-like Artificial
General Intelligence.
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Opening the era of the Prophets: Sefer Yehoshua (the Book
of Joshua) – Chapter 1
by Hannah Reuben, US Living & Learning Project Executive
Chapter overview
After the mourning period
for Moshe, Yehoshua’s
leadership begins. God
instructs Yehoshua to lead
the people across the River
Jordan into the Land. God
reassures Yehoshua that “as I was with Moshe,
I will be with you” (1:5). Yehoshua is told three
times (in verses 6, 7 and 9) to be “strong and of
good courage” and in particular to observe the
Torah and study it day and night. Doing so will
ensure his success. Yehoshua immediately starts
to fulfil God’s first instruction to him, by ordering
the people to prepare for crossing the Jordan
three days later.
Yehoshua reminds the tribes of Reuven, Gad and
part of Menasheh that they had promised to help
with the conquest west of the Jordan, even
though they had selected their own lands on its
eastern side (Bemidbar ch. 32). The people
confirm their loyalty to Yehoshua.
Ashkenazim read this whole chapter as the
Haftarah on Simchat Torah, since it follows
chronologically and thematically from the
conclusion of the Torah.
Chazak ve’ematz – be strong and of good
courage!
What does this phrase mean and how do we
understand its repetition by God to Yehoshua?

physical leadership of the people, as a religious,
political and military leader.
The second mention, in verse 7, is emphasised
by the addition of the word me’od, very, so that
the phrase reads chazak ve’ematz me’od, the
only time such a phrase appears in the Tanach.
Rashi notes that this extra word is juxtaposed to
the commands to observe and learn Torah, the
successful fulfilment of which will, as the
Metzudat David writes, lead to success in
leadership.

The third mention of chazak ve’ematz, in verse 9,
is connected to commands in this verse not
to be afraid, since God is with Yehoshua
‘wherever he goes’. The Vilna Gaon links this
back to verses 7 and 8, so that here specifically
chazak – be strong – means to show strength
and commitment in learning Torah, whilst
ve’ematz – to be of good courage commands
Yehoshua to lead the people with yirat shamayim,
awareness and fear of heaven. This will assist
Yehoshua in not fearing the tasks ahead.
Torah Study
The Talmud (Menachot 99b) learns from the
phrase “this Sefer Torah shall never depart from
your mouth and you shall contemplate it day and
night (v. 8)”, that there is a requirement to study
Torah every day and every night. According to
the views of Rabbi Yochanan and Rabbi Shimon
Bar Yochai, this requirement is minimally fulfilled
by reciting the Shema morning and evening.

The Vilna Gaon (Rabbi Eliyahu Kramer, 17201797), cited in the Daat Mikra edition of Sefer
Yehoshua edited by Yehuda Kiel, explains that in
general terms, chazak refers to physical strength
whilst ematz refers to strength of the heart, an
exhortation to Yehoshua not to be faint-hearted
in any way as he faces the tasks which lie ahead.
The first mention of this phrase, in verse 6, is
understood by the commentaries of Rashi (10401105) and Metzudat David (Rabbi David
Altschuler, 18th century) to refer to Yehoshua’s
In memory of Yaacov ben Shmuel
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Shefford by Dr Judith Grunfeld l’’ z
Dr Judith Grunfeld was the headmistress of the
Jewish Secondary School in Stamford Hill in 1939.
In this second extract from her book, Dr Grunfeld
describes the school’s responsibilities towards the
refugees and the preparations for evacuation to
the countryside in September 1939.
The Refugees, 1938-1939
Every one of those sad partings contained a
story in itself, a story of emotional expenditure,
interwoven with hope and prayer. Every child
released from the inferno and saved for the future
was a kind of miracle of destiny. All this blended
together under the term “children’s transport”. It
would need a psychological magnifying glass to
discern in historical retrospect the immensity of
parental agony, decision and faith and the strange
workings of Providence. Rabbi Dr Solomon
Schonfeld, Principal of the Jewish Secondary
School, had brought a transport of 200 children
from Austria in November 1938. He had made
himself responsible for the welfare of these
children…Dr Schonfeld had brought various
children’s transports in like manner from other
parts of the Continent. He had, with considerable
risk to his own safety, travelled time and again to
Europe to bring the children over…Our school
now had a historic task to fulfil. Its very precincts
became the first firm ground under these
refugees’ feet. Our welcome loosened their
tension, the intensely Jewish atmosphere we
provided evoked the first echo of their home
melodies. It was as if a message from home had
actually reached them. They soon became aware
that we were guiding their lives in harmony with
their own familiar pattern…

communication from Stoke Newington Town Hall
that our school, like all other schools in the town,
was to be evacuated under the government
scheme as soon as the danger of war became
imminent. Meanwhile we were advised to start
with preparations to that end and we were
handed a leaflet in which all the details of these
preparations were outlined. Each child had to be
provided from home with a rucksack containing
a change of underwear, socks, a warm pullover,
toilet articles, handkerchiefs and writing
implements. All rucksacks were to be labelled
with the name of the child, school and particular
group, and in addition each child had to wear an
identification disc round his or her neck. The
children became acquainted with their respective
group-leaders and all the children had to come to
school (until further notice) with their rucksack
and outfit, ready to move in case the emergency
should arise. In this case, word would be given
through the wireless that the children’s exodus
from London was to begin.
This was the evacuation plan and we all
hoped and prayed that it would never have to
be carried out.
Reproduced with permission.

The Great Upheaval – 1939
August 1939. The atmosphere was tense with the
feeling of approaching disaster. Talk of war,
threatening the security of our homes, was all
around us. There was anguish in our hearts. When
we looked at our children a cold fear gripped us.
I was then the headmistress of the Jewish
secondary school in Amhurst Park, and the pupils
of that school were boys and girls between the
ages of five and seventeen. We had received
Answer: Nevayot
In memory of Malka bat Peretz
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